
We now drive vehicles run by software, and with that comes the need for a level of cybersecurity that often exceeds 
many auto manufacturers’ area of expertise. The number of wireless and Internet connections to automobiles is 
multiplying. As of 2015 there were 95 million connected cars – a number forecast to grow to 380 million by 2021.1  

These connections promise a new era of driver and passenger convenience as well as potential benefits for automobile 
manufacturers and governments. Meanwhile, the safety concerns, both cyber and physical continues to grow. In the era 
of the connected car, we must think of safety beyond air bags, seatbelts and anti-lock brakes. 

Today’s car has the computing power of 20 personal computers and features 100 million lines of programming code.  
To further complicate things, the electrical components in a car (known as electronic control units, or ECUs) are 
connected via an internal network. When hackers gain access to a peripheral ECU – such as a vehicle’s infotainment 
center – the safety of the whole system becomes compromised including core systems such as the brakes  
or transmission. 

The list of connected features enjoyed by consumers that add more opportunities for security attacks include streaming 
radio, Wi-Fi access points and remote-control mobile phone apps. Proof of concept hacks by researchers led to the 
recall of 1.4 million vehicles by Fiat Chrysler in 2015. The industry has seen thieves hack keyless entry systems in the UK 
to steal cars. Globally, software recalls have quickly risen in the past two years at a trajectory expected to soon match 
mechanical problems.2

Here are some of the risks for connected cars: 

•    Stealing Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 
Connected cars collect a significant amount of data 
and interface with multiple aftermarket devices. 
Financial information, personal trip information, 
location information and entertainment preferences 
are just some examples of PII that can be accessed 
through a vehicle’s system. 

•    Connection Security 
Like other connected devices, vendor implementation 
flaws are often exploited by researchers for proof-of-
concept attacks. However, it is inevitable that these 
will be followed by real life attacks. In 2015, there were 
between 60 to 100 sensors installed in an automobile,  
a number forecasted to rise to 200 by 2020.3 Hitachi 
Data Systems estimates that as of 2015, a connected 
car generates up to 25 GB of data per hour.4 This 
amount of data along with the current poor state of 
security on connected cars creates a tempting target 
for cyber criminals. 

Connected Car Security
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•    Manipulating a Vehicle’s Operation 
Catastrophic incidents resulting in personal injury 
and lawsuits may be in the near future. Well-known 
cybersecurity researchers Charlie Miller and Chris 
Valasek have demonstrated several proof-of-concept 
attacks where they were able to control the braking 
and steering of a car by accessing the adaptive cruise 
control system. Although costly and with a lower 
likelihood than data breaches and unauthorized entry, 
this sort of attack has now been proven possible to a 
global audience.

•    Unauthorized Vehicle Entry 
Car thieves now have a new way to gain entry into 
locked vehicles. Many vehicle technologies have 
opted to replace physical ignition systems with keyless 
systems using mobile applications or wireless key fobs. 
These new access mechanisms mean that methods of 
obtaining illicit entry include intercepting the wireless 
communication between the vehicle and the mobile 
app or between the wireless fob and the vehicle to 
gain entry credentials, among other methods. The 
New York Times has documented methods such as 
wireless key emulation devices and “power amplifiers” 
that increase the range of the wireless signal looking 
for the entry credentials. If the owner is in a house or 
other location close to the car, criminals can then gain 
entry when their wireless fob responds.5

•    Mobile App Security 
As more automobile manufacturers release mobile 
apps that communicate with cars, mobile apps 
are quickly becoming a major target for malicious 
behavior. One example of a flaw in a mobile app 
happened when Nissan had to pull its NissanConnect 
EV app for the Nissan Leaf in February of 2016. The 
poor security of the app allowed security researchers 
to connect to the Leaf via the internet and remotely 
turn on the car’s heated seating, heated steering 
wheel, fans and air conditioning. In an electric car, 
this meant the possibility a malicious actor could 
drain the battery of an unsuspecting owner. Mobile 
apps themselves can be vulnerable in a number of 
ways. According to Gartner, 75 percent of mobile 
apps would fail basic security tests. Digging deeper, 
Veracode found that four out of five applications 
written in PHP, Classic ASP and ColdFusion failed at 
least one of the OWASP Mobile Top 10 security risks, 
implying that many web-based apps and website 
contain security vulnerabilities. More than 80 percent 
of mobile apps on both the Android and iOS platform 
also revealed cryptographic issues. Mobile operating 
systems themselves are one source of concern. Over 
the last four years, there has been a 188 percent 
increase in the number of Android vulnerabilities 
and a 262 percent increase in the number of iOS 
vulnerabilities (FireEye). 

In mobile apps as well as wireless key fobs,  
the failure to store sensitive data and keys properly, 

along with using weak encryption algorithms,  
and improperly implemented algorithms  

all lead to broken cryptography.
  

The correct storage and encryption of sensitive data  
is required to correctly protect user data  

and to prevent hacks. 
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INTERTRUST’S PRODUCTS FOR CONNECTED CAR SECURITY
With over 20 years of experience in digital security, data privacy, trusted computing and data governance, Intertrust is 
well positioned to support automobile manufacturers as they proactively move to address privacy and security in the 
age of the connected car. Our visionary and innovative technologies are available and integrated to ensure end-to-end 
protection and governance for data as automotive systems speak to one another, other automobiles and the cloud.

WHITECRYPTION
Software Application Protection and White-Box Cryptography 
Many vehicle technologies have opted to replace physical ignition systems with keyless systems using mobile 
applications or wireless key fobs. Flaws in the software of these technologies could leave applications vulnerable to 
thieves who could take advantage of these flaws to gain access to a vehicle. Another risk is allowing hackers to control 
automotive features, as discovered when Nissan had to pull it’s vulnerable NissanConnect EV app for the Nissan Leaf  
in February of 2016. 

whiteCryption provides app security at the source code level that protects the application, cryptographic keys and 
algorithms for data protection stored in the application and also protects against threats to the intellectual property 
contained in the application. whiteCryption’s software Code ProtectionTM and Secure Key BoxTM offers a comprehensive 
solution that protects software applications on multiple platforms against static and dynamic analysis, modifications, 
reverse engineering and piracy. whiteCryption’s technology is not only applicable to mobile applications but also 
sensitive software running on computers controlling automotive systems and aftermarket devices such as location 
tracking devices using the OBD-II port. 

More information about whiteCryption4 

PERSONAGRAPH
Privacy Protective Data Analytics 
Connected cars collect a significant amount of data and can interface with multiple aftermarket devices. Financial 
information, personal trip information, and diagnostics are just some of the data that can be accessed through a 
connected vehicle. Driving provides an unprecedented amount of contextual data. Through our proprietary data 
inferencing, Personagraph can take mobile signals and provide insight about an audience. The data can reveal a car 
owners interests, preferences, and perhaps most interestingly, when they are most likely to purchase a new car.
 
The contextual data that is created when car owners travel is much sought after by retailers. As an example, over 
the 2016 Christmas season, Urban Outfitters sought to leverage geolocation. They successfully “boosted customer 
conversions by 75 percent and increased related revenue by 146 percent” according to Geomarketing.com. It is not hard 
to imagine how valuable it is to understand where customers are, where they live, and what they do.

Personagraph offers a cloud aggregation layer for all of the data points generated from on-board devices and sensors. 
Personagraph’s analytics deliver a comprehensive dashboard providing end-to-end insight allowing for useful services 
of value to drivers and passengers as well as automobile and aftermarket accessory manufacturers. The Personagraph 
platform provides technology for consumers to manage how their data is used as well as ensure personally identifiable 
information is not collected or exposed. Personagraph also allows manufacturers the ability to create private data 
marketplaces, giving them full control over how their data is used. 

More information about Personagraph4
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